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Roundtable Discussion Topic – “Data Recovery” 

 How does data recovery on SSD devices differ from data recovery on hard drives? 

 Will consumers of Flash storage demand more reliability than hard disk drives? 

 How does data destruction fit into Flash technology? 

 

Biography  
Sean Barry is a senior data recovery engineer with Kroll Ontrack. With over ten years in the Data 
Recovery business group, Mr. Barry has experience and expertise in providing clients with technology-
driven recovery solutions for computer data disasters.  He also serves as a training coordinator and has 
published numerous articles to help businesses, consumers and government entities understand data 
loss and the solutions for data recovery.  

Mr. Barry joined Kroll Ontrack in 1997 supporting the Disk Manager product and moved to the Data 
Recovery team in 1998 during the launch of the patented Remote Data Recovery service. Sean later 
relocated to the United Kingdom office to establish the Remote Data Recovery service for the U.K. and 
France regions, where he remained for three years. 

Mr. Barry presents regularly on topics related to data/disaster recovery and information management at 
local and national seminars and summits. Further, his writings have appeared in numerous IT and 
information management publications, including ECM Magazine, Disaster Recovery Journal, 
MacNewsWorld.com and Enterprise IT Planet.com, among others.  

About Kroll Ontrack 
Through its Ontrack Data Recovery products and services, Kroll Ontrack is the largest, most experienced 
and technologically advanced provider of data recovery products and services worldwide. Using its 
hundreds of proprietary tools and techniques, Ontrack Data Recovery helps businesses and consumers 
recover lost or corrupted data from virtually all operating systems and types of storage devices through 
its do-it-yourself, remote and in-lab capabilities. Additionally, the company’s award-winning email 
restoration tool, Ontrack PowerControls, allows IT professionals to quickly and easily search, copy and 
restore email without the need for changes to an existing Exchange server or backup architecture. 

 


